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[4] employed high order terms to evaluate the accuracy of
geometric fitting of circle fitting. Zelniker et al. [5] gave a
statistical analysis about Delogne-Kasa method; and he also
used convolution to estimate circle parameters [6]. Guevara
et al [7] proposed a geometric method based on mean
absolute error.
Researchers developed algorithms to detect circle shape
in images. Rosin et al. [8] adopted a recursive algorithm to
segment curves in images into circular arcs and straight lines.
Chung et al. [9] presented a fast randomized algorithm,
which needed less memory, to search the center of circle.
Pan et al. [10] proposed probabilistic pairwise voting
method to detect circular object which is based on Hough
Transform. Chung et al. [11] used three evidences to speed
up the randomized approach, and then employed an efficient
refinement strategy to improve the accuracy.
To recognize and interpret document images which is a
kind of images, primitives like straight lines and circular
arcs or circles should be segmented, generally speaking,
circular arcs and circles have more challenge to be
recognized than straight lines, so many methods had been
proposed to research them. Dori [12] used a chain of bars
and a triplet of points to detect circular arcs and computed
the circular arc centers by means of the intersection of the
perpendicular bisectors of the chords. Liu et al. [13]
presented an incremental arc segmentation algorithm to
segment arcs. Hilaire [14] used the skeleton technique to
segment arcs. Elliman [15] presented an approach based on
vectorizing binary images, smoothing the vectors to a
sequence of small straight lines, and recognize arcs. Song et
al. [16] proposed an algorithm which consisted of arc seed
detection, dynamic circular tracking, arc localization and arc
verification to effectively segment arcs. Lamiroy et al.[17]
took Random Sample Consensus minimization technique to

Abstract - Circle is an important primitive in document images,
which is contained in many scenes and shapes due to the
aesthetic feeling. As it is known to all, three nonlinear points
determine a circle, namely, the radius and the coordinates of
circle can be calculated. However, three nonlinear points
cannot determine a unique desirable circle occasionally in
images. Circumferences consist of many pixels, what is the
relation of radius size and number of pixels on the
circumferences with and without redundancy? We mainly
discuss the condition about how to make a unique desirable
circle with three nonlinear pixels in images and the abovementioned relation. Finally, the relation and condition have
been found and testified by experiments.
Index Terms— Document Image, Circle, Bresenham
Algorithm,

I. INTRODUCTION
Circle has a wide application scope in computer because
of its characteristics, and has been researched for many years.
In research field, rough classification about circle have three
categories, the first type is to find an optimal circle by means
of least square to fit scattered points; the second type is to
detect circle shape in images employed in computer vision
and pattern recognition; the third type is to segment circular
arcs or circles in document images to interpret or recognize
architectural drawings and engineering drawings.
The first application is to find an optimal circle to fit
those scatted points. Chan et al. [1] employed Maximum
Likelihood to estimate the circle parameters. Chernov et al.
[2] developed an algorithm to fit circles with correlated
noise. Sharadqah et al. [3] studied several popular circle
fitting methods, and analyzed the reason why different
methods have different effects; at last they proposed a new
algebraic algorithm which had better performance. Kanatani
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relation. The process is like this, Let the Ri (Ri = 10, 20,
30 …; i = 1, 2, 3…) be radius size, Ni (i = 1, 2, 3…) be the
number of pixels, we use Table 1 to show the rule.

deform the candidate circular arc to fit arcs or reject arcs if
the fitting has deviation.
From the previous discussion, we can know that circle
has a very great prospect in wide scopes, and we discover a
phenomenon existing in all cases that three nonlinear points
cannot determine a unique desirable circle, the better
example is arc segmentation in document images, such as
Song [16] detected the radius and the coordinates of circular
arc in arc seed detection stage, and then used dynamic
circular tracking to adjust the deforming circle or reject the
pseudo-circle which shared partial circular arc with the real
circle. If the circle computed by several pixels is unique in
the arc seed detection stage, the following part processes can
be discarded, and much time and computation could be
saved. Furthermore, the radius and coordinates of center of
“circle” have been computed, the “circle” which is a
complete circle or partial circle can be judged by random
points, if the number of pixels on circle circumference can
be known, more effective algorithms can be designed, so we
should find out the relation of radius size and number of
pixels on circle circumference. When we scan the pixels on
circle circumference, delete the redundant pixels 1, if there
are no redundant pixels on circle circumference, what is the
relation of radius size and number of pixels on circle
circumference. So this paper mainly discusses the condition
about three nonlinear points determining a unique desirable
circle and the relation of radius size and number of pixels on
circle circumference.

TABLE 1 SHOWS THE RELATION OF NUMBER OF PIXELS
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From the last row, we discover an interesting
phenomenon, called “5660 Phenomenon”.
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When we want to get the next pixels with different
angles on the circumference, we may judge several times to
get the pixel. After researching this case, we find another
very interesting phenomenon called “40 Phenomenon” about
the circumference without redundant points. The Fig.2 can
show the relation about radius size and number of pixels
with no redundancy on circumferences.

II. TWO PROBLEMS OF CIRCLE
A. The relation of radius size and number of pixels on circle
circumference
First, we discuss the relation of radius size and number
of pixels on the circumference. We use the Bresenham
algorithm to draw a circle, and calculate the number of
pixels on the circumference. The initializing value of the
radius is 10, increased by 10. We compute the number of
pixels with redundancy on the circumference. We use data
with radii from 10 to 200 to show the relation in Fig.1.

Fig.2 The relation of radii size and no redundant pixels on circle
circumference.

From Fig.2, we can see that it is a linear relation of
radius size and number of pixels with no redundant pixels on
circumferences. Ri represents the radius; Ni represents
number of pixels on circle circumference; i = 1, 2, 3…. The
linear function is


Constrain condition: Ri is the multiples of 10.
From Fig.1 and Fig.2, we have a conclusion that no
matter the shape is a complete circle or a partial circle, it is
time-consuming to adopt Bresenham algorithm to “redraw”
the circle because it costs much time to find the next point
with different angle in Song’s paper [16].

Fig.1 The relation about radii size and number of pixels with redundancy
on circle circumference.

From the Fig.1 we can see that this relation seems to
satisfy quadratic equation, i.e. parabola, we search the
equation with all methods, but we get nothing. After we
research the difference of number of pixels, we find the
1

     

B. The condition of three nonlinear points determining a
unique desirable circle
We all know that three nonlinear points can determine a
circle; however they occasionally cannot determine a unique
desirable circle. As Fig.3, Three circles, Circle 1, Circle 2,

Redundancy means several near pixels have a same angle.
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Circle 3, pass through three points, P1, P2 and P3. The
reason is that the circular arc which three points form cannot
be as a unique feature to distinguish itself from others.

Here is one example: radius is fifty pixels, coordinates of
center is (200, 200), change the angles to get more data, as
Fig.4.
From the Fig.4, we can see that when the left angle and
right angle are no more than fifteen degrees, the differences
of x-coordinate and y-coordinate is more than one pixel.
When the left angles and right angles are bigger, the
computing results are better.

P1, P2, P3

Circle 1
Circle 2
Circle 3

Fig. 3 Circle 1, Circle 2, Circle 3 through three points P1, P2, P3

Why this problem should be addressed? In images, if we
want to know the radius and coordinates of center, we can
scan the images and get more than three pixels to compute
them (it is difficult to get more points, three is better), of
course, we could use other methods like Hough Transform
and Skeleton, but they have inherent drawbacks.
In this paper, if the desirable circle can be determined by
the three points, we think that the circular arc which three
points form can be considered as the only feature to
distinguish itself from others. To ignore other factors, the
line thickness of circle is set as one pixel so that the
algorithm can get the points easily. And if the line thickness
is odd and bigger than one, we can thin them to be one pixel.
In the following part we will discuss the even line thickness.
In order to find the law, the image is zoomed in to the
limitation, the pixels on the circumference is clear enough to
be identified, so they can be considered as points due to the
line thickness is one pixel. We get three points in image, the
coordinates of middle point is fixed, and the coordinate of
left point and right point will be changed, keeping the angle
between middle point and left point or right point increasing
5 degrees every time. We determine previously the radius
and the coordinates of center of a circle, and draw this circle
with one pixel line thickness. The error of coordinates of
center is evaluated by the absolute value between the
coordinate value of real center and the center computed. The
error of the radius is less than one pixel, so we do not
consider it. When we compute the coordinates of center, the
coordinates are double type, so if the difference of xcoordinate or y-coordinate is less than one pixel, we think
that we get the right coordinates of center.

Fig.5 different angles have different values in circle with radius being 100
pixels

According to the result of Fig.5, when the left angle and
right angle are no more than fifteen degrees, the differences
of x-coordinate and y-coordinate are more than one pixel.
But there are exceptions, i.e. when the left angle is twenty
degree, or twenty-five degree, or forty degree, the error is
bigger than two pixels.
According to our experiments, we conclude that the error
is bigger than one pixel if the left angle and right angle are
smaller than fifteen degrees. We can obtain the very accurate
result on the premise that the left angle and right angle are
ninety degrees respectively, but this case is rare in
applications. So when we compute the parameters of circle
in images, we should employ the surrounding information to
adjust the parameters.
If the line thickness is even and bigger than two, we can
thin the line to get the middle two pixels. To save the
computation, we compute the average value of the
intersection. If the line thickness is odd and bigger than one,
we can thin the line to get the middle pixel. Or we can
compute the average values of intersects directly to save
computation at the cost of low accuracy.
III. EXPERIMENTS
TABLE 2 SHOWS THE RESULT HAVING REDUNDANT POINTS
i
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Fig.4 different angles have different values in circle with radius being 50
pixels
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We use the IBM cluster to compute the number of pixels
on circumferences, Table 2 gives the results with redundant
points.
Table 3 gives the results having no redundancy, and we
use the equation to validate the results.

the segments in arc seed detection step, from the previous
analysis we can see that it is impossible to get correct center,
their dynamic circular tracking step which adjust the
coordinates of center can prove this point. We use the
environmental information e.g. symmetry axis to adjust
coordinates of center, this process utilize simply arithmetic,
so it does not need much time; while Song et al. use the
Bresenham algorithm to dynamic circular track, from the
“5660 Phenomenon” and “40 Phenomenon” we know that
Song et al.’s process may not meet people’ requirement.
In Lamiroy et al.’s paper[17], the arc candinate
generation part uses three points to compute the coordinates
of center, then exclude the pesudo-circle and save the realcircle by testing. They need to exclude the pesudo-circle due
to incorrect coordinates of center, consequently it is timeconsuming. Using the previous analysis, we verify the
coordinates of center by employing the environmental
information, which is simple and fast.
From Table 4, our method can get accurate result.
Compared with the two methods of Song et al. and Lamiroy
et al., we have superiority at speed and accuracy.

TABLE 3 SHOWS THE RESULT HAVING NO REDUNDANCY
i
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100*40

100*40

100*40

100*40

100*40

100*40

Ni - Ni-1

In Fig.2 the radius is the multiples of 10, now the radius is
the multiples of 1000, so the difference of neighbors is 100 *
40.
Arc segmentation contest has already been held by
International Association of Pattern Recognition since 1995.
Herewith we borrow Fig.6 from GREC 2005 to confirm the
condition.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we find two interesting phenomena, namely,
“5660 Phenomenon” and “40 Phenomenon”. From the
phenomena we can conclude that scanning the
circumference with redundant points is slower than the
circumference with no redundancy. And in image when we
want to compute the coordinates of center and radius
through three nonlinear points, the result probably has
deviation except the left angle and right angle are ninety
degrees but this case is very rare, so we should employ
surrounding information to verify the parameters.
Fig.6 Image from GREC 2005.
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